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Increasingly, terminals are considering tandem 40 cranes. This 
article provides owners with information on the status of dual 
hoist, tandem 40 (DHT40) cranes and how they operate.

Conventional single-hoist, twin lift cranes
Conventional dockside container cranes have a single hoist with 
a single spreader and a rated load of up to 65 LT. The single-hoist 
crane picks up a single 20’, 40’, or 45’ container, or two end-to-
end 20’ containers (twin 20s), under a single spreader. 

Two styles of tandem lift cranes 
‘Tandem’ means side by side, as opposed to end-to-end ‘twin’ lifts. 
Tandem lift cranes are designed to lift two containers in tandem, 
a single container in tandem with a twin-20’ lift, or four 20’ 
containers (tandem twin-20 lift).

Single-hoist, tandem lift cranes
Single-hoist, tandem lift cranes have one set of falls, a specialised 
single headblock, and spreader system (see Figures 1 and 2). 
These can be used for new cranes and also for converting existing 
conventional cranes into tandem lift cranes.

Dual-hoist, tandem lift cranes – DHT40 cranes
To our knowledge, ZPMC is the only crane manufacturer to 
have built DHT40 cranes, currently being used in several Asian 
terminals. Approximately 125 tandem lift cranes are expected to 
be operating before 2008.

Figure 1. Bromma single-hoist, tandem headblock and spreader.

Figure 2. Stinis single-hoist, tandem lift system with specialised headblock.

Figure 3. DHT40 crane arrangement. 
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DHT40 cranes have two main hoists in a fixed machinery 
house on the trolley girders (see Figure 3). Each of two sets of 
main falls is independent. Ropes for each system run in parallel. 
Each system is the same as a conventional single-hoist system.

When comparing DHT40 cranes to conventional single-hoist 
cranes, the most significant differences for the DHT40 crane are:

•  Heavier crane and wheel loads

•  Complex operator controls

•  Larger trolley, twice as many sheaves, and headblock stowage 
accommodations

•  Two main hoist systems and sets of falls

•  Two headblocks and conventional spreaders

•  Specialised headblock devices

•  Ancillary devices to help the operator ‘see’ 

•  Increased energy consumption

Characteristics of and considerations for a 
recommended DHT40 crane
DHT40 crane geometry is similar to a conventional crane. 
The rail gage may need to be increased to fit additional lanes. 
Each spreader is rated at 65 LT and total combined load on 
both spreaders is limited to 80 LT. Other configurations may be 
considered. Speeds are the same as for recent conventional single-
hoist cranes.

Dead loads for a tandem lift, 80 LT capacity crane are 
approximately 30 per cent greater and operating wheel loads are 
approximately 40 per cent greater than corresponding loads for 
conventional 65 LT cranes with a 30.48 m rail gage. Storm wharf 
loads are also greater due to increased surface area.

The DHT40 crane can operate in either a single- or dual-
hoist mode. During single-hoist operation, the waterside 
headblock is lifted into special guides on the trolley underside 
and held in place by hoist ropes. Single-hoist operation is the 
same as for a conventional crane. Tandem-hoist operations are 
more complicated. When two containers are hanging, they must 
be latched together so they will not collide. When hanging 
headblocks are intentionally unlatched, they cannot be moved 
quickly without r isking collision. Headblock latching and 
unlatching procedures need to be well-defined.

The trolley must accommodate two separate sets of main hoist 
reeving and must provide stowage for unused headblocks. Special 
guides are provided to position and hold the headblock and 
spreaders securely. See Figures 4 and 5.

The headblocks are complicated. See Figure 6. Clamping 
mechanisms latch and unlatch the headblocks. These mechanisms 
control relative container positions and must release automatically 
if a snag occurs, or during excess relative movement between 
containers. Electronic level sensors and encoders detect and 
measure relative trim and list angles and elevations. Waterside and 
landside headblocks have their own hydraulic systems. 

The latch system includes control cylinders and a clamping 
mechanism. The clamp can open rapidly, allowing disengagement. 
During normal operation, the latch is engaged whenever 

Figure 4. DHT40 trolley arrangement with landside hoist stowed. 

Figure 5. DHT40 trolley. 

 Figure 6. DHT40 headblocks (latched and unlatched).
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containers are suspended above the wharf, vessel deck, or cell 
guides. Once containers are engaged by cell guides, the latch may 
disengage, providing additional clearance below deck level. On 
many vessels, there are no obstructions between below deck cells, 
and latches need not be disengaged (see Figure 7). If the latch is 
disengaged in the cells, the operator needs to re-engage before 
lifting free from the cells, causing delay.

Hydraulic mechanisms control the latch arms. These 
mechanisms must provide enough movement to allow the 
spreader to pick adjacent containers with a 500 mm difference 
in height at the full container separation, typically 1,300 mm for 
chassis or 1,500 mm for straddle carrier operations. They also 
accommodate a difference in longitudinal positioning of 200 mm 
and relative skew. 

Individual headblock list, trim, and skew is conventional. The 
latch cylinder must accommodate increased cylinder motions due 
to these movements.

Operator controls are more complicated. Existing DHT40 
controls are difficult to use and limit production, but new cab and 
control arrangements are being developed to solve this problem. 
Cameras and/or other sensing devices are required on the trolley 
and possibly on the headblock, to allow the operator to monitor 
behind the waterside (and perhaps landside) containers during 
container positioning. Proper training and operating instructions 
are required and need to be clarified in the project technical 
specifications.

During DHT40 operation, workers need to remove more 
inter-box connectors (IBCs). This takes more than twice as long 
as for conventional operations or requires additional personnel. 
Depending on labour restrictions regarding movement between 
containers, IBCs may not be able to be removed from tandem, 
twin-20s or between chassis on the truck end. We recommend 
purchasers engage labour in the DHT40 crane procurement 
decision-making process. Labour’s acceptance of new technology 
is difficult to predict. Higher production rates are achievable only 
with cooperation.

A well planned yard is essential to achieving the full potential 
of the DHT40 cranes. Productivity simulations depend on 
accurate dwell times, container layout on ship and in the yard, 
and other data. This data may differ among terminals, but some 
reasonable predictions can be made. Possible production could 
be 60+ container moves per hour. For higher productivity, the 
operator needs proper training and the yard needs to remove and 
deliver containers when the crane is ready – a difficult challenge. 
Reasonable expected production is at least 40 container moves 
an hour.

Initial costs include purchase and related expenses, which we 
expect to be one to two million US dollars above those of a 
conventional single-hoist crane. Lifetime costs include operation, 
energy, and maintenance. Only one operator controls the crane, 
so operator costs are the same as for a conventional crane. If 
additional workers handle IBCs, this cost increases. Power costs are 
higher, but not twice that of a conventional crane. Maintenance 
costs are higher since there are two hoists, two hoist systems, twice 
as much rope, two complicated headblocks, two spreaders, and a 
more complicated trolley. We expect increased downtime due to 
specialised headblock systems. A port’s operating and maintenance 
staff can help estimate these costs.

Summary and recommendations
DHT40 cranes present both challenge and opportunity. 
Difficulties with the prototypes will eventually be addressed. 
Future DHT40 crane owners will benefit from lessons learned by 
others. DHT40 cranes will significantly increase production, but 
this depends on equally productive yard operations.

We recommend owners carefully investigate initial and lifetime 
costs, applied vs. allowable wharf loading, and yard operations 
prior to procuring DHT40 cranes.
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Figure 7. Dual-hoist operations within a ship’s cells.


